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REVISIONIST "C"PUSA CALLS
IN THE COPS TO ATTACK ALSC

munist farty" U.S.A. stooges called the
cops not once, but twice. After the first
confrontation, the ALSC went right at
the revisionists and the police, and
unfurled the banner again. The "C"P
USA's lies about the banner going
outside the principles of unity of the
day, opposition to Ian Smith, were
exposed by the facts that in sight were
banners calling for everything from re
volutionary rule of workers and pea
sants in Zimbabwe to supporting the
international world communist revolu
tion.
To be attacked by the enemy is a
good thing, for that clearly shows the
good work the ALSC has been .doing.
That the revisionists had to resort to
such cheap tactics to block the ALSC
political position shows that the stead
fastness and consistency in principle
of the ALSC is reaping great results.
Let the revisionists and the bourgeoisie
tremble at the spectre of the genuine
anti-imperialist movement that is haunt
ing them!

WASIDNGTON,D.C. At the demon
stration against Ian Smith on Oct. 9,
everyone was fired up to denounce the
visit of the fascist butcher. The African
Liberation Support Committee is doing
its work well. The All Africa is Standing
Up!, the political organ of ALSC sold
like hotcakes. People were buying up
the "Cut Diplomatic Ties" button put
out by the National Coalition to Support
African Liberation. The 15,000 people
who marched at African Liberation Day
1978 are a constant nightmare. for the
revisionists, who know that the consis
tently anti-imperialist line of the ALSC
is reaching more people every day. The
banner exposing both superpowers was
just too much for them. Any exposure
of Soviet social-imperialism provokes
fear in them.
For the fear of political exposure
and isolation, and not having the cour
age to directly engage in struggle, they
called in the cops to do their work and
hid behind their backs while the struggle
with the police went down. During the
October 9th demonstration, the "Com-
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CH�L 500 LEE l
BENEFIT
CONCER T
LOS ANGELES
DECEMBER 29

\

SAN FRANCISCO
DECEMBER 30

Cho Soo Lee is a young Korean .
immigrant in prison since 1973 for a ;
Chinatown gang mu rder he did not ·
commit. And while in prison he was i
again charged with yet another . )
Korean-Americans and AsianAmericans
across the country have rallied in
support of this brother.
In California, benefit concerts are f
planned in Los Angeles on December I
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---$2.25

29 and in San Francisco on December� .
30. Asian-American cultural artists and
activists will be performing to raise
money for his defense.

